
 

 

Abstract—This paper describe the Android application for 

recognition of arbitrary sounds. Application uses algorithm 

previously used for automatic speaker recognition. First 18 mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients are used as sound features. 

Twenty exponential auditory critical bands are used during their 

determination. Covariance matrices are applied for modeling of 

sounds. User of this application creates own sound database. 

Application supports capture of sounds in mono wav format, 

16 bit resolution, with frequency sampling of 22050 Hz. After 

sound capturing is finished user can choose between training and 

testing procedure. Training is devoted to creating of new model 

for observed sound and saving in sound database on memory 

card of mobile phone for example. Testing procedure run 

modeling of observed sound and compare that model with 

reference models in sound database. As result of recognition 

application writes the identity of most similar reference model 

and also the second and third most similar model and measures 

of difference with respect to them.     

 

Index Terms—Automatic speaker recognition, sound, 

automatic sound recognition, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, 

covariance matrices, difference between models.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

SOUNDS are the constituent part of nature. Each source of 

sound makes his personal sounds. On that way each sound 

source can be differentiated with respect to others sources of 

sound. Therefore sound of each source can be used for 

recognizing of that source. 

Development of technique enables that today human uses 

many technical devices in your everyday life, for example 

mobile phones, tablets, laptops or notebooks, desktop 

computers. All these technical devices are equipped with 

microphone and/or camera. Manufacturers of these devices 

tend to provide that users can communicate with their devices. 

For more naturalness interaction and communication between 

human and technical systems it is necessary that technical 
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system can recognize the human, i.e. his identity. It means 

that technical system shall to have embedded algorithms for 

recognizing of individual person. On that way communication 

between the human and some technical system will be much 

more natural. So to have correct recognition from the side of 

technical system, technical system shall have complete audio 

visual information about human, but often systems for 

recognition are only based on audio or only on visual 

information. Often it is much faster to capture audio 

information about observed subject. Also, not infrequently 

only audio information about observed subject i.e. user of 

technical device are available. Implementation of algorithms 

for automatic speaker recognition enables that technical 

device recognize user by observing only his voice i.e. speech. 

To achieve automatic speaker recognition it is necessary to 

define speaker features and modeling manner. Very popular 

are short time features, these features are based on analysis of 

short time intervals. For each short time interval appropriate 

feature vector is calculated. Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients (MFCCs) are one of often used speaker features 

[1], [2], [3], [4]. 

Today mobile phones, Android or iPhone, can process 

signals. This opens possibility for a lot of applications which 

can help the user to better understand nature around self and 

learn directly from nature. For example, it can be assumed 

that a lot of us are very amazed when hear song bird. But, not 

infrequently the problem is that we do not recognize which 

bird sings [5] [6], [7]. Also in nature human can meet many 

other sounds. Therefore it seems that developing of 

applications for recognizing of different sounds can be 

interesting for today human and improve his knowledge about 

nature. Since this problem is oriented towards recognizing of 

different timbres of sounds it is consequence that algorithm 

for automatic speaker recognition can be used.  

The essence of algorithm for automatic speaker recognition 

i.e. used features and modeling manner, is applicable in many 

problems when the task is to recognize some information of 

interest from analyzed sound. In most problems when the task 

is some automatic recognition on sounds, in fact decision 

depends of spectral content of observed and analyzed sound. 

For example in speech recognition, different voices have 

different spectral content, in emotion recognition speech in 

different emotions have different spectral content, in speaker 

recognition speech of different speakers have different 

spectral content. MFCCs are consequence of spectral content 
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of observed speech segment and therefore it is not 

surprisingly that the same speech features, MFCCs, are used 

for automatic speech recognition [8], [9], [10], automatic 

emotion recognition from speech [11], [12], [13], and 

automatic speaker recognition. The main difference in these 

three areas of sound recognition is observed object of 

modeling, in speech recognition it is phoneme, in emotion 

recognition are emotions, and in speaker recognition are 

speakers.  

II. FEATURES USED AND MODELING MANNER 

Feature vectors are determined for sound frames of around 

23 ms. Frames are shifted each other by around 8.33 ms. 

MFCCs are used as speaker features and they are calculated 

by equality [14]: 
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It is evident that determination of MFCCs is based on 

the estimated energies Ek inside auditory critical bands. It was 

used 20 auditory critical bands, width of 300 mel which are 

mutually shifted by 150 mel. Based on the results in [15], 

where exponential shape of auditory critical bands is shown as 

more efficient with respect to rectangular and triangular 

shape, recognizer described in this paper also use exponential 

shape of auditory critical bands. Therefore energy inside 

appropriate auditory critical band, in (1) denoted by Ek is 

determined by assumption that auditory critical bands are of 

exponential shape with square amplitude characteristic 

determined by:  
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  is a central discrete frequency of nth 

auditory critical band and s=2 is steepness factor.  

Feature vectors of one source, one subject of interest or one 

speaker in fact, are mutually dependent. From the stochastic 

point of view in fact these feature vectors are distributed in 

accordance with some stochastic distribution. Since the sound 

production is natural process, it can be assumed, as is in many 

works, that MFCC feature vectors are distributed in 

accordance with appropriate Gaussian multidimensional 

distribution. Gaussian multidimensional distribution is 

described by vector of mean values and covariance matrix. 

Vector of mean values carries information about average 

values inside each dimension of observed feature vectors. 

Therefore vector of mean values depends of sample of feature 

vectors observed and as such can vary from sample to sample 

of speaker’s speech. Opposite to that, covariance matrix in 

fact describes shape of feature vectors distribution and better 

describes timbre of voice or some sound in a general case. 

Therefore modeling was done by covariance matrices. During 

training and also during testing feature vectors are grouped 

into data matrix X. Appropriate model   is calculated by: 
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In (3) n is number of feature vectors used for determination 

of model and   is vector of mean values. Used algorithm 

makes decision of recognition based on comparison of test 

model and reference models in sound database. Measure of 

difference is defined by: 
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During decision application determines difference between all 

reference models in sound database and model of observed 

sound. Identity of reference model for which difference is 

smallest is assigned to observed sound. 

III. APPLICATION FUNCTIONALITY 

Application has three mode of working: recording, training 

and testing. It works on real recorded sounds and therefore in 

first step of application using it is necessary that user save 

target sound. User has at his disposal two buttons for this 

action: button “Start Recording” for start of record process 

and button “Stop Recording” for stopping of recording 

process. Sounds captured by this way are recorded into folder 

SoundRec in memory of mobile phone in file snimak.wav. 

Characteristics of the recorded sound are mono format in 

16 bit resolution and with frequency sampling of 22050 Hz.  

When sound is recorded, user can run training or testing 

procedure, buttons: Training and Testing. If user wants to add 

the model of sound from file snimak.wav in sound database 

then it is necessary to write into text box of application screen 

the name of sound and after that push the button Training. 

During training procedure application forms appropriate 

covariance matrix for sound from file snimak.wav and save 

this model into file modeli.txt, also the name of sound is 

saved into file names.txt. These two textual files are saved 

into same directory, SoundRec, of mobile phone, as the file 

snimak.wav. 

User self creates your own sound database. When user is 

satisfied with the variety of models in sound database then he 

can start testing procedure for previously recorded sound in 

the file snimak.wav. In that case it is necessary that user push 

the button Testing, application starts forming of appropriate 

model for recording in file snimak.wav and compare this 

model with all models in sound database. As result of 

recognition application writes identity or name of sound in 

file snimak.wav. This identity or name is equivalent with the 

name of the most similar reference model in sound database. 

Application accuracy depends of diversity of sound 

database. Since user self create sound database it can be case 



 

that user test on some sounds that seems as similar to some 

previously recorded sound which model is in sound database. 

In that case user can not be sure that most similar model 

represents identity of observed sound. In that case it is much 

more obvious that most similar model represent that the sound 

with that identity is the most similar sound to observed test 

sound, of course with respect to other models in sound 

database. So it seems that user can gain a better picture about 

unknown sound if he can have information about similarity of 

this sound to a few sounds in sound database which are most 

similar. Therefore in application was added possibility to 

show how much is total differentiation between observed test 

model and each of three most similar reference models. This 

differentiation between models is determined by: 
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This equation is very similar to (4), with respect to (4) in 

(5) is not done normalization and as result the positive integer 

value of differentiation is observed. This is done for better 

understanding of results on the side of the user of application.  

 
 

Fig. 1.  Screenshot of mobile phone when application writes results of 

recognition. 

 

Application can be used in many different cases. In sound 

database user can save different sounds, sounds of different 

nature. These sounds can be, for example, some bird’s song or 

sound, or sounds of some animals, but for example, these 

sounds can be also parts of songs, parts of played songs. This 

case, when sound database consists of sounds of different 

nature is presented on Fig. 1. This is only one example of 

using of this application when formation of sound database is 

being started. In moment of testing shown on Fig. 1 sound 

database was consisted only of few sound models and some of 

models correspond to most known parts of some popular 

songs. Test was done on sound recorded in the university 

campus to capture song of some bird. Therefore recognized 

model i.e. the most similar model is in accordance with test 

sound, it is model of song bird captured from the little street 

with very little traffic, this reference model is named in 

Serbian as “Ulica i cvrkut ptica”, translated in English it can 

be named as “Street and song bird”. As results show the 

measure of difference is the smallest, it is 40 and it is much 

less with respect to second and third most similar models. 

Also it is evident that measures of difference with respect to 

second and third most similar model in fact are similar i.e. of 

the same order of magnitude in this case of testing, it is 170 

and 187 respectively. This can be explained as a consequence 

of the fact that the second and third most similar model are 

models of played songs which are very different with respect 

to sound captured in recording with bird song.   

The user can choose to record just sounds of one nature. 

These can be for example only sounds of birds or only parts of 

songs or some sounds of some different nature. On that way 

user in fact uses this application as automatic recognizer of for 

example sounds of birds or automatic recognizer of songs or 

as automatic recognizer of sounds of some other nature. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

It is evident that this application is applicable in many 

different cases. Also it can be expected that this application 

give to the end user useful and interesting services. User can 

create his own sound database. On that way user can create a 

lot of reference models. Displayed measure of difference 

during testing can be used as help to the user to conclude 

whether the model for recorded sound adds or not to sound 

database. Application gives the user information about 

difference with respect to three most similar models, and this 

measure is as something absolute measure. Therefore based 

on the value of differentiation, if differentiation is large, user 

can conclude to add model of recording in sound database 

since that model is something new for sound database in that 

moment. On that way user refresh his sound database. 

Sometimes it can be expected that user can be interested to 

have in sound database some sounds which he can not to 

capture. In this case user is interested to have measures of 

difference of test model with respect to reference models. This 

can be solved if for example some most popular sound 

databases will be hosted on some place on Internet. In that 



 

case user could download these sound databases from 

appropriate Internet site. User can use this sound database as 

finished sound database. Also user could refresh this sound 

database with some new models and on that way expand the 

sound database.   
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